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Abstract 

^̂ pairing correlation in binary mixed matter of nucleons and lam bdas 
is studied within the 開 lativisticHartree-Bogoliubov modeL ^ hyperor附

to 1同 pairedup are imm問削din backgroulld nudeol!“ il1 normal state. 
A phenomenological ̂A interadion， whi心his dぽ lV刷l附 l机 ivistkallyfrom 
the Lagrangian of th貯侍yst軒Ill， l前 adopted1;0むhegap equ杭もion.It. is fO¥llld 
that increasing th砧 nucJ刷nd削邑itymakes the AA pairing gap suppref酬は A

This reslllt suggests a m刷 :hanism，specific to relativistic models， of its 
dependence on the nucleon density. 

1 Introduction 

Pairing correlation in hadronic matter has been凡ttractingattention due to a 
relationship between properti州 ofnelltron stars and sup併 ftuidityof their inner 

matter. Inむheinnerむrn凶 ofneutron star民 fo1' instane札口県utron州 l剛 'fluid
is strongly believed to exist. Superfluidi七ya庁'ectstheir司 h時凡tcapacity孔ndthe 
neutrino emissivity， These may modify th杷 coolingproce前Sof n酬 Itron綿ars.
Whenw前 gode円、刷、 tow内.rd員七h昭ircore、baryond削 lsityinereru崎県前礼ndhyp噌rons
may appear. They are exp桝 tedto fonnむheCoop町 pa.ir柑 inthe way similarω 
nucleonic pairing. This also af[.削:tsthe properties of neutron stars. 

We study 180 AA pairing correlation in binary mixed matter of lIucleons 
and A hyperons. A hyperons are immersed in symmetrie nuclear matter whieh 
is treated as a background. Other constituents which杭repredieted t.o開削γil1

neutron st九rsare ignored in this work. In eonnection with this， we must refer 
to a recent KEK-PS experiment E373， especially the“NAGARA"仰のnt[1]. It 
strongly suggests th礼tth眠 AAinteraction is weaker than the one which was 
thought to be. We thus 11崎将ctbaryonic species other than themもの llarrow

down arguments七othe AA pairing properties. Note七ha七wehere do lIotもake

equilibration like chemical equilibrium into account as in neutron star matter 
for the sake of simplicity. 

Hyperon pairi時 hasbeen first studied by Balberg and Barnea 同島 They 
have obtained七hepairing gap using the int明 actionbased on G-matrix which 
was derived with the Nijmegen potentials for a AA pair in symmetric nuclear 

matter. Their r悩 ultstold that the pairing gap got enhanced加 thebackgrouucl 
density increased. As shown later on， our results are opposite to theirs. Theirs， 
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mass [MeV] coupling constant g /ratioα 

mσ 550.0 guN 10.30 

ασ =gσA/gcrN 0.607 

mω 783.0 gωN 12.60 

αω =gωA/gωN 
1nσ 献 975.0 αu' = gu'A/gσN 0.5 

111中 1020.0 αφ =gφA/gωN -.../2/3 

Tahle 1: Parameter叫 L1-m2[8]. We choose MN  = 938 MeV and MA = 1115.6 
MeV. 

in addii川 1，ha:ve been applied to the study 011 cooling of neutron stars [3]. 
Takatsuka alld Tamagaki subsequently argued [4]七hat.凶 eof G-matrix itself 
01' ι則前訂版川崎di1l1口県凶ction時 inthe gap equation should not be jt同 ified[5]. 
They u日edbare AA interactiolls instead， which rel'ulted in smaller gap than 
Balberg and Barnea's. This significantly affects hyper唱。Jt cooling process in 
th貯rmalevolution of n時utronstars. 

羽1efollow the詰amestrategy of using九 relativisticph則 的 削 時nologicalinter-
action掛 the0附 forNN  pa.iring problem [6， Alt川崎hthe quality of bare 
AA in開問問ionson the market ar県鴻eadilyg明ttinghigher， they still have room 
f01 Improvement mainly due to sparse experimenむaldata. Hence， also does the 
predictability of AA pairing properties. We therefore use the phenomenological 
interaction to study its抑制bili句.We adopt a on←boson-exchange (OBE) inter-
action obtained from a11 RMF parameter set with the help of a form factor-we 
caU it明 MFIllteraction" from now on一whichwas determined to reproduce the 
bulk prope制併併r守1悦可.(

川 tけ巾i恰刷e剖i[旧問8別1As 暗川刊in0州urpr附e帆例州v吋吋lio例仙u出l邑邑凶tu以凶dy(ω)n N N pairing， we aim at phenomenological 
con自紅、uctionof an effe川iveAA interaction usable in hadronic matter with finite 
A仕action，like the Gogny force in N N sector. 

2 1¥在odel

As stated in the Introduction， we investigate AA pairing in symmetric nuclear 
matter. Thus our starting model Lagrangian is: 

£ニ :2:0B(hlJ.oμ-MB)ψB
B=N，A 

+j刷(伊σ)一jm3σ2-jQJν+jmZMμ

:2:gσB-!tBσψB - :2: 9ωB-!TB'YIJ.WIJ.ψB (1) 
B=N，A B=N，A 

+→i (ιV制σ♂刊牢つ)(伊Wσ♂機) 一;m吋件ψ3L〉$Jσ♂噂d2 j ω h  im;ゆ九削μdゆ

一gσ .叫AψA σ ホψ A 一gゆ仙Aψ A γμ ゆμ ψ A， 

where nμν=θμων 一θ'vWμandSμv θμゆv一θνゆμ・ TheRymbols MN， MA， 
mσ) mu)， mo'， and m"， are the mass of nucleon， A hypel'Ou， b附併し ωmeson，
σ* bo邑on，and (合 III附 on，respectively. Table 1 displays th柑 ernasse人心oupling
constants and their ratios used in this study. 
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This model Lagrangian (1) was used in the study of bir凶 n時ge配 rgyof dou山blee 

A hyper口削n附l
and wa悩邑 0川ri培gin胤叫杭刈II怜yproposed by Schaffne町re抗ta叫札1.i加nthe study 0ぱfnu胤ul比ti如pl匂ystrange 
had世ror帥、 昂叩yst酔msincluding baryon species N， A， and 3 [9， 10]. In Ref [8]， the 
original nucleon Lagrangian L1 [11] with σーωLagrangianfor A sect帆 which
has relatively weak attraction and is called “model 1，" is supplemented with 
two additional boson fieldR. One is a scala町r.品 os配ca叫la町rboson σ本 (975MeV)姐 d
the other is a ve同or-isoscal制 l附 sonゆ(1020MeV). The Lagrangian which has 
(J* andゆiscalled“mod肘12." We call仕omnow on the model Lagrangian 
Eq. (1)“L1・m2"in short. Details of model 1 (weak.AA interaction)側 dmodel 
2 (strong AA interaction) are described at length in Ref. [10]. Altho暗 h七I同se
were originally introduced to achieve strong attraction， it is probable that AA 
interaction is weaker than it was expected as mentioned in the Introduction. We 
therefore regardσホ asthe device for controlling the AA attraction. A'ci a rough 

guide， we refer to Fig. 1 of Ref. [8] which shows αu' = gu'A/gσN dependence of 
bond energyムBAA(Note that the figure is not drawn for L1・m2set). Contrary， 
coupling ratio αゅニ向A/gωNIs fixed by SU(6) relations. 

Next， we explain an actual procedure. The Hartree part is solved by fol-
lowing the procedure which is illustrated in Ref. [12]， except thatむhepairing 
correlation is included and hyperons other七hanA are absent in the present 
study. Fock term is negleeted and the scトcalledno-sea a叫)l"Oximatiollis em-
ployed. As for the pairing correlation， the well-known gap equation is solved; 

s(p) 
1 (∞ ム(k)

8n2 ん /， ~(A) ~(A) 
川 V(Ei/'I -Ek;I)2 + s2(k) 

X vAA(MA; p，k) k2dk， (2) 

where dependence of出eparticlかparticle(p-p) interaction匂 onthe Dirac ef-
fective mass [13] is explicitly shown and to be mentioned later. Combining the 
Dirac effective mass equations for nucleons， and for lambdas 

MA MA+gσA(σ)+gσ叫 (σ*)， (3) 

we obtain the coupled equations for the system of our consideration. 
What is important is that relativistic model naturally leads to a density-

dependent interaction出rougha selιconsistent baryon spinor， wherp th6 bare 
mass is replaced with the Dirac effective mass. Sillce pairs are formed Ill medium， 
the medium effects on effective p-p interaction should be considered. 1n仙の

RHB model， bare nucleon mass is reduced by the scalar mean fi.eld. The e任。d

of nucleon mass dropping， though its origin is different仕omthe p問時ntstudy， 
on the pairing gap was studied by two of the authors [14判].With lU山1
dropping， the pa.iring gap w開閉hownto be reduced to some extent in comparison 
with that obtain吋 byusII培 barenucleon mass. According to出isob附 rvatioム
we will concentr抗eon this effect in this study. This self-coll邑lstencyfor baryon 
spinor is essential to fulfiU the saturation property of symmetric nuclear matter 
in a Dirac-Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (DBHF) approach [15]. We will return to 
this issue in the di舵 llssionlater. It should be emphasized that thp medium 
effects employed in the past two studies [2， 4] and the present one are di仔酔附lt;

among each other. 
Another noteworthy i判 ueis a form factor. In this study， Wf' us県 aphe-

nomenological forrn ぬctor拭 eachAA vertex to regulate the higi川 nomentum
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Fignre 1: The AA pairing gap at七heFermi surface of A hyperon， for nucleon 
background densities ρN = 0， Po， 2.5ρ0， and 5po・

component邑 ofthe p-p interaction as in Ref. [6J. We choose a Bonn-type form 
factor of the form: 

A2 _ 2  

f(q2) =二L ご土
A3+q2' 

(4) 

wher仔 qis momentum transfer and mi (i =σ，叫♂， and O) are meson masses. 
Bear in lllind that thのformfactors have an effect only on pairing fieJd. Here we 
take the value of cu回ffmass Ac = 5.72 fm-1 which is七hesame掛むheEhime 

pote州 al[16J. 

Results and discussion 

Figure 1 shows七heresulting 180 AA pairing gap at the Fermi fmrface with 

nucleon background of different densities ρN equal to 0， Po， 2.5ρ0， and 5po， where 
ρo is the saturation density of symmetric nuclea.r matter‘ As nucleon density 
inc開制削， AA pairing gap is more and more suppre附 ed.1t should be mentioned 

tha:も sinceth骨reis probably no A's at PN = 0 and ρ。inneutron sむarmatterう the

pairing gaps aもむhesedensities are quite hypのth同icaLAt ρN コ 2.5po，where A 

already appears in some models [12]， the maximum pairing gap is less than 0.5 

MeV. 
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k~A) = 1.0 fm一1人， fl伽O町rnucleon background densitiesρN = 0， Po， 2.5ρ0， and 5ρ。

As stated in Sec. 2， we use the RMF interaction. The interaction uses Dirac 
effective mass of A， Eq. (3)， thr川 Ighwhich the medium effects are introduced. 
Since σcouples both to nucleon and A， the origin of the effects is the second 
term of Eq. (3). Figure 2 represents the OBE interaction derived frOIl1 the 
parameter set Ll-m2. It is shown七hatincr伺 seof background nucl納 nd則前iもy
suppress制 attl'actIv校 eontrihntionfrom low momenta. This is the r刷.80nwhy 
the pairing gap i8 smaller with denser background. 

This new mechanism of suppression is inherent in relativistic models which 
respect the Lorentz covariance as shown in Eq. (3). This dropping of bal'yon 
mass has an important l'ole if we admit its use in the baryon spinor. A fine 
example is the DBHF approach for nucleon. Requirement of the self-consistency 
for the nucleon spinol'， that is. using the Dirac effective mass in the nucleon 
spinor effectively gives repulsiol1 to the binding energy of symmetric nuclear 
matter. Consequently， the theoretical saturation point goes toward the empirical 
one. It seems that our finding is similar to this repulsive effect. Moreo刊に the
mechanism is apparently not restricted to the AA pair. It is prυbable that other 
kinds of hyperon-hyperon pair have the sameむrend目
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4 S日mmary

Wぞ have illV前日tigatedAA pairing in binary mi泊 urematter of nucleons and 
lambda札明ゐ hav際 11円er!the RHB mor!el with the RMF interadion both in the 
particl←hole and particle-particle ehannelH to naturally ineorporat世 th前日l府dium
伶ffeetinto the laむ1刷 viathe Dirac eft'ectiv前川州Sof in th恥 spinoras well 
ill弓 theformer. We have found tllat t.he valu貯のfA  ̂pairing gap 伽 ere拙 es槌

the baekgroulId nuel削減1density inerease札 Thi時 lH品.reHult OppOHIもe1，0 the one 
rel州陶din Ref. [2J 1t should be elllphasized again that the origin ofthe medium 
eft'，刷:1，制限 di仔酬明日も amorigeach oth制 ¥Atpresent， unfortuuately， our knowledge of 
hyperorトhyperoninteractioll i再 somewhatlimited. We llotwithstanding expect 
that qualitative 1.1'酬の p間関ntedin this study survive in more refined models， 
拘，.ndal80 in pairin経ofanotl1e1' hyp併のm心 speeies.
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